Flats on Brockett Trash Can
Sponsors: Lisha Jacob, Flats Representative
Ian Kendrick, Baker Hall Representative

Observing that there is no trash can in the patio area outside the Flats on Brockett,

Convinced that approximately 88% of students responded to a 2017 student survey saying they would like a trash can in the Flats patio,

Having seen that the general opinions of the student body regarding the installation of this trash can were supportive,

Be it resolved the Student Assembly will purchase the following trash can to be installed in the Flats patio, which is the same model as other trash cans around campus:

Metal Trash Bin Addition – flat top lid; 1 unit (Model CBTR-FT-BK)
Company Name: Belson Outdoors
Color: Black (River Finish)
Dimensions: 28” Diameter X 38-1/4” Height

Note: Link of item to be purchased

- [http://tinyurl.com/y88gngy7](http://tinyurl.com/y88gngy7)